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Networking Strategy Development 
 
The goal of the networking strategy is to help you build a database to help you properly market 
your skills.  To properly market yourself, we have developed a 3-Prong Strategy that includes: 
 

 Current personal contacts 
 Online research resources 
 CMA relationships 

 

3-Level Networking Strategy 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CPI Contacts 
A 
B 

Your Contacts 
A 
B 
C 

Research 
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A            B 

Hierarchy of Contacts 
 

A – could hire you or  
create a position for you 
inside their company 
 

B – influential, can 
open doors for you in 
target companies 
 

C – not sure how 
they are connected, but 
there is some potential 
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Targeted Networking

Shot-Gun Approach
(scattered, disjointed )

Rifle Approach
(focused, synergistic)

Industry 1

Industry 4Industry3

Industry 2 Industry 1

The “Right”

Connection

is the Goal

The “Right”

Position is the

Byproduct

Connections between networking contacts is unpredictable.  The stronger

your focus, the better able members of your network will be positioned to help you.

The more value you add, the stronger the connections will be.

©2004, Career Management Associates, LLC.  All rights reserved.

The “Right”

Position is

the Goal

Network contact
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Marketing through Resu-Letters
Resu-Letter Format

• Paragraph 1

– What you know and admire 
about the company

• Paragraph 2

– The challenges that the 
company (or industry) 
is facing

• Paragraph 3

– Your experience in dealing 
with such challenges

• Paragraph 4

– An example from your 
achievements that 
demonstrates your 
experience

• Paragraph 5

– An assumptive close that 
sets the context and timing for 
a meeting

• Week 1

– Identify 10-15 companies of interest

• Research companies

• Research industry(ies)

• Identify decision-maker(s)

– Write Resu-letters to each

• Week 2

– Follow-up by telephone with 

companies from Week 1

• Research companies

• Research industry(ies) 

• Identify decision-maker(s)

– Write Resu-letters to each

• Week 3

– Meet with decision-maker(s)

– Follow-up by telephone with 

companies from Week 2

• Research companies

• Research industry(ies) 

• Identify decision-maker(s)

– Write Resu-letters to each

• Repeat until you have made the 

right connection that lands you in a 

position
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Letter Techniques 

Letters related to your job search, in all their various forms, are designed to project information 
to decision makers.  The information in traditional cover letters and resu-letters have one 
purpose: to get you in front of the decision maker.  These following examples are provided to 
help you project your skills during the market campaign. 
 
Please be aware that these are samples of letters that have been sent to decision makers in the 
past.  You must research and write a unique letter of your own.   
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The Resu-Letter 

Experienced Professional – Resu-Letter Format – Focus on Key Skills 
[Type return address here] 
 
January 1, 2014 
 
[Type recipient’s address here] 

 
Don Smith 
Archer Daniels Midland Company 
12345 Main St. 
Overland Park, KS  66210 
 
Dear Mr. Smith, 
 
As co-members of the Agricultural Business Council of Kansas City, I’m writing to you learn more about your role within ADM.  
Your company is uniquely positioned as vertically integrated on a global scale. As a result, your company is capable of sourcing 
crops, transporting them from the field, processing them, and delivering the products to customers worldwide.  What a 
fabulous business position to be in within agriculture! 
 
In my research about ADM, I learned that the company recently purchased several elevators and a grain terminal from 
Farmland Industries that had been leased by the company since 2001.  Since grain trading is the core to ADM’s business 
success, this purchase will allow you to add more value and strengthen customer relationships.  I was also impressed to learn 
about your high-tech, web-based customer information system that enables you to provide customers with up-to-the minute 
contractual, logistical and accounting information.  A major business challenge is timely and effective customer 
communications. 
 
In the past, I have been able to focus my marketing communications skills on this same issue.  With this experience, I have 
helped companies like yours with effective business-to-business marketing communications and promotions.  One highlight 
from my career that portrays my strategic marketing communications ability is highlighted below: 
 
Created and executed sales and marketing plan for an electronic commodity pricing system for a national agribusiness. 
 

 Supervised activities between sales, system programmers, and pilot program users 

 Wrote marketing and sales plan 

 Implemented marketing and advertising tactics based on the plan 

 Developed collateral materials, sales presentations, advertising, and product users guide 

 Analyzed monthly results 
 
Results:  The new product introduction achieved a 33% sales ration with a 550% ROI, and generated a 6.2% response rate from 
direct marketing activities. 
 
I’m interested in learning more about ADM, your role in the organization, and its continuing success.  I will call you the week of 
January 22, 2014 to schedule a brief meeting that is convenient for you.   
 
Sincerely, 
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Experienced Professional – Resu-Letter Format – Focus on Key Skills 
[Type return address here] 
 
January 1, 2014 
 
[Type recipient’s address here] 

 
Pam Jackson 
Investor Relations Manager 
H&R Block 
4400 Main Street 
Kansas City, MO  64111 
 
Dear Ms. Jackson: 
 
I’m writing you at the suggestion of Carol Cobb from Career Management Associates.  Since my first connection to your 
company as a seasonal concession at Sears stores H&R Block has subsequently grown to serve millions of tax customers 
annually.  The addition of financial services, lending and business services have established H&R Block as a year-round full-
service financial partner with a growing presence in sites across the country. 
 
As H&R Block pursues its mission of helping its clients achieve their financial objectives, my research indicates the direction is 
set but challenging.  Leveraging the “tax” customer base into full-time financial services clients is most successful if the company 
can deliver its services competitively and with the same quality and consistency as the core tax business.  The growing number 
of neighborhood offices appear to pose similar opportunities retailers face around staffing, execution, customer service and 
performance management. 
 
My retail background of twenty-four years includes successful single- and multi-unit experience in sales, operations, and 
customer service.  My work ranges from co-authoring new Standard Operating Procedures for Business Performance 
Management to day-to-day store operations, all aligned to maximize customer, associate and shareholder interests.  One 
success during my career that exemplifies my leadership of a multi-unit brand is highlighted below: 
 
Planned, as a member of the senior leadership team, program to align bonus target and company objectives. 
 

 Evaluated regional sales, productivity, customer satisfaction, and employee engagement 

 Led process to establish roles/responsibilities for regional staff and DM’s 

 Facilitated performance goal-setting with regional staff 

 Briefed Regional Vice President on plans and monthly progress 

 Collaborated with regional and district staffs to develop sales strategies and implementation plans 

 Communicated to peers and trained subordinates on final version of strategy and implementation plan 

 Implement customer service evaluation plan including performance management and use of online feedback  
 
Results: Achieved 124% of targets including revenue, margin, NOP, customer loyalty and employee engagement. 
 
I’m interested in learning more about H&R Block and its continuing success and would appreciate the opportunity to speak with 
you personally.  I will call you the week of January 22, 2014 to arrange a brief meeting that is convenient for you. 
 
Sincerely, 
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Experienced Professional – Resu-Letter Format – Focus on Key Skills 
[Type return address here] 
 
January 1, 2014 
 
[Type recipient’s address here] 
 
Richard Smith 
Vice President of Human Resources 
JE Dunn Construction 
929 Holmes 
Kansas City, MO 64106 
 
Dear Mr. Smith, 
 
I am writing you at the suggestion of your fellow Rotarian, Dan Jensen.  I was his guest at the December 19 Rotary lunch at 
which we met briefly.  Having worked numerous summer and part-time construction jobs to finance my undergraduate 
education, I have a high level of interest in the construction industry, and I am greatly impressed with JE Dunn.  It seems like 
every time I read the newspaper, JE Dunn has been awarded a new contract on a significant development. 
 
From my research on JE Dunn, I understand your organization faces numerous and varied challenges both typical of the 
construction industry and unique to JE Dunn.  The challenges include integrating numerous smaller and formerly independent 
construction companies into one nation wide company, as well as the more typical challenges faced by construction companies, 
such as the supply and demand cycle of raw materials and labor, and changing market forces due to the rise and fall of the 
economy.   
 
Having managed risk for numerous businesses as an attorney, I have been able to focus on areas of law which would prove 
beneficial to the construction industry.  With this experience I have mitigated loss for numerous companies, and developed a 
skill set which would prove valuable to your company.  One success from my career which displays my skills in strategic planning 
and analysis is highlighted below: 
 
Successfully represented insurance company in garnishment action seeking $330 million, resulting in a compromise settlement 
of $45 million, saving the company $285 million. 
 

 Researched and evaluated relevant statutory and case law. 

 Evaluated facts of the case relative to controlling law. 

 Observed and evaluated political trends in local judiciary and how judiciary bias may effect the ultimate decision of  
   the trial judge. 

 Diagnosed weaknesses in client’s case and established strategies to address them as well as possible contingencies. 

 Trained, briefed, and supervised legal staff regarding case analysis, legal proceedings, and legal filings. 
 
Results: Insurance company saved $285 million avoiding bankruptcy and liquidation. 
 
I am very interested in learning more about JE Dunn, its operation, and continuing success.  I would appreciate it if you could 
spare a few moments of your day for me.  I will call you the week of January 22, 2014 to arrange a brief meeting at your 
convenience. 
 
Sincerely,  
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Experienced Professional – Resu-Letter Format – Focus on Key Skills 
[Type return address here] 
 
January 1, 2014 
 
[Type recipient’s address here] 
 
Ron Jones 
Vice President, Marketing 
Butler Manufacturing Company 
1540 Genessee Street 
Kansas City, MO 64141 
 
Dear Mr. Jones, 
 
I’m writing to you to learn more about your role within Butler Manufacturing.  Growing up on a farm, I remember 
that we had added a Butler building to house a veal calf operation -- that was before Lester buildings were 
available.  Thus, I’m quite familiar with your company and understand that we both know Sarah Cline from 
Bernstein-Rein.  Sarah and I have worked together in many facets from being employed by the same company to 
having a client-agency relationship. Sarah’s team does an outstanding job with your Butler Builder direct marketing 
program. 
 
In my research about Butler Manufacturing, I was impressed to learn that the company has grown to become the 
world's leading producer of pre-engineered metal building systems and architectural products for the 
nonresidential construction market, plus you provide construction and real estate services for the nonresidential 
construction market. I also understand that you recently merged with BlueScope Steel Limited of Australia.  I’m 
sure this is an exciting, yet challenging time for you as the two companies come together for future growth.  
During this time, your company may be faced with marketing communication challenges. 
 
In the past, I have helped companies like yours bring new products to the market while under similar 
circumstances.  One success from my career that portrays my strategic marketing communications ability within a 
dealer network is highlighted below: 
 
Created and executed sales and marketing plan for an electronic commodity pricing system for a national 
agribusiness. 
 

 Supervised activities between sales, system programmers, and pilot program users 

 Wrote marketing and sales plan 

 Implemented marketing and advertising tactics based on the plan 

 Developed collateral materials, sales presentations, advertising, and product users guide 

 Analyzed monthly results 
 
Results:  The new product introduction achieved a 33% sales ratio with a 550% ROI, and generated a 6.2% 
response rate from direct marketing activities. 
 
I’m interested in learning more about Butler Manufacturing, your role in the organization, and its continuing 
success.  I will call you the week of January 14, 2014 to schedule a brief meeting that is convenient for you.   
 
Sincerely, 
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Experienced Professional – Resu-Letter Format – Focus on Key Skills 
[Type return address here] 
 
January 1, 2014 
 
[Type recipient’s address here] 
 
Dr. Joseph Smith, President & CEO 
Bushnell Performance Optics, Inc. 
9200 Cody 
Overland Park, KS 66214 
 
Dear Dr. Smith, 
 
Congratulations on your recent recognition from Popular Science as “Best of What’s New” for your Instant Replay 
binoculars — such recognition is well deserved! Your website is well designed and is a wealth of knowledge, this 
coupled with information local articles, it is easy to see how Bushnell has had well-managed growth in a very short 
period of time.  I can see you are already at work improving on a good thing. 
 
Your approach to the marketplace including utilizing focus groups, listening to your customers, and simply asking 
the question “Why not?”, explains why you have been so successful.  New product development is obviously a key 
component of your growth strategy.  Successful product launches quickly fade from memory, with retailers and 
consumers alike both eager to find out what’s new for the coming year. 
 
With an eye constantly on the bottom-line, I have had extensive experience in the consumer product arena.  I have 
worked on both new product development and the implementation of market expansion initiatives that have been 
quite successful.  One highlight of my career which portrays my entrepreneurial leadership skills is highlighted 
below: 
 
Conceptualized and assisted in the development of new products to reverse flat sales trend and revitalize sales 
offerings for a product-based firm. 
 

o Researched the marketplace for unaddressed consumer needs 
o Researched and analyzed competition f or strengths and weaknesses 
o Perceived of and assisted in design and development of new products 
o Evaluated company’s ability to produce new products into both the distribution and retail 

markets 
 
Results:  Seven new products were developed at my suggestion and with my assistance that increased total 

group sales by 20%, revitalized the product line, and added products that answered the company’s 
call for new products requiring little or more government regulation. 

 
I am very interested in learning more about Bushnell Performance Optics, your operations, and your approach to 
the marketplace.  I will call you the week of January 22, 2014 to arrange a brief meeting with you at your 
convenience. 
 
Warm regards, 

 


